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e+e - annihilation is an efficient way of  searching 
for heavy point-like particles. Any charged particles 
with arbitrary spin can be pair-produced via a virtual 
photon. We report ,1 in this paper on a search for un- 
stable charged scalar particles (spin zero, with plus or 
minus parity, denoted as S +- generically) using the 
JADE detector at the e+e - colliding machine PETRA. 

The existence of  such charged scalar particles is pre- 
dicted in various models. Hyper(techni)-color models 
[3] require the technipions (p-+) as the pseudo-Gold- 
stone bosons with masses possibly as low as several 
GeV. Although the technipions are composite parti- 
cles, their sizes are expected [3] to be around (1 TeV) -1 
and theretbre they should behave almost point-like at 
PETRA energies. The technipions are expected to de- 
cay rapidly (in 10 -20 to 10 -18 s), predominantly into 
heavy fermion pairs such as (rv), (cs) or possibly (cb) 
as compared to other possible decay channels like (ev), 
(/av) or (ud). The quark pairs (cs), (cb), or (ud) then 
fragment into hadrons. Charged Higgs (H -+) particles 
[4] and heavy axions [5] are also conceivable with 
dominant branching ratios into the heavy fermion 
pairs. 

This search is based on the (rv) decay of  the scalar 
particles: We looked for events of  the type e+e - 
-+ S+S - -~ (rv)(hadrons) or (rv)(rv), and thus are sen- 
sitive to the products of  the branching ratios BrvBha d 
and BrvBrv. 

The JADE detector and the trigger condition have 
been described elsewhere [6]. Features of  the detector 
essential to this analysis are summarized below: The 
cylindrical drift chamber (JET-chamber) situated in 
a solenoidal magnetic field of  4.8 kG covered 97% of  
the solid angle and measured the momenta of  the out- 
going charged particles. The energies of  7 rays were 
measured with barrel- and end cap-arrays of  a total 
2712 leadglass shower counters covering 90% of the 
solid angle. 

Data used here were accumulated in the period of  
July '79 to August '81 and amount to a total inte- 
grated luminosity of  2.03 X 1037 cm -2  (20300 nb - 1 )  
at total c.m. energies (x/~ = 2Ebeam ) between 26.7 

:~1 Preliminary results of this work were reported at the 
German Physical Society meeting (March '81) and at the 
Symposium on Lepton and photon interactions at high 
energies (Bonn, August '81), and were described in theses 
by Sato [1] and by Nozaki [2]. 

GeV and 36.7 GeV, with 86% of  luminosity above 
32.4 GeV. 

The raw data, consisting of  26 million triggers, were 
first reduced to high- and low-multiplicity samples ac- 
cording to the following procedures. For the "high 
multiplicity sample" we required: 

- At least two tracks *2 from the interaction region, 
and the barrel shower energy to be more than 3 GeV or 
each end cap shower energy more than 0.4 GeV. These 
conditions were to reject dominant backgrounds origi- 
nating from beam-wai l  interactions. 

Surviving events were scanned by physicists and a 
further selection of  at least 4 tracks was made to re- 
duce r+r  - background, which was further minimized 
by rejecting events with " ( 1 - 3 )  track configuration", 
i.e. those 4 track events with three tracks recoiling 
against the fourth. 

The surviving 12600 events comprised the "high 
multiplicity sample" and consists of  ordinary multi- 
hadron (~ two  thirds) and hadronic two-photon (~one  
third) and r+r  - (~  1%) events. 

The "low multiplicity sample" on the other hand 
was selected requiring: 

- At least one track with a momentum over 0.3 
GeV/c and a polar angle larger than 37 ° from the e -+ 
beam directions. 

- Evi s > 0.1 V~, where Evi s is the total visible ener- 
gy of  the even t .  

- Number of  charged tracks of  at least 4 and at 
most 8. 

Events with the ( 1 - 3 )  track configuration were 
not excluded. The resulting sample (41700 events) 
consists mainly of  two-photon, r+r  - , and multihadron 
events. The low and high multiplicity samples have 
considerable overlap to each other. 

Independent analyses were performed for (rv) 
(hadrons) and for (rv)(rv) modes. These analyses are 
described separately below. 

(A) (rv)(hadrons) mode. Candidates for this mode 
were sought among the "high multiplicity sample" in 
which more than 90% of (rv)(hadrons) events, if they 
exist, were expected to survive for an S +- mass (ms) 
over 4 GeV. 

The dominant event topology of  the (rv)(hadrons)- 

,2 Throughout this paper, a "track" refers always to the tra- 
jectory of a "charged" particle. 
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Fig. 1. A typical (ru) (hadrons) event seen in the view normal 
to the e -+ beam, and the definition of quantities: The full and 
the dotted lines represent the momentum vectors of charged 
particles and the 3' rays respectively. 

mode is one or three tracks from the r decay with or 
without  neutrals recoiling against a je t  of  hadrons 
(fig. 1). The rv-side should show a large missing mo- 
mentum and energy due to the emission of  at least 
two neutrinos while the hadron-side should have al- 
most the full energy. Further  selection relied on this 
characteristic event topology.  For  this purpose,  the 
thrust direction n T was obtained for each event by 
maximizing the thrust:  

where Pi are the momentum vectors of  charged and 
neutral particles detected.  The resulting thrust direc- 
tion n T is expected to point  in the approximate direc- 
tion of  the S + or S - .  The event was then cut into two 
hemispheres by  the plane perpendicular to n T. The 
part with the larger energy was defined as the "hadron- 
hemisphere" and the other as the "rv-hemisphere" 
(fig. 1). The momentum four vec torsP  h = (Eh ,Ph)  
and Pr = (Er,  Pr) were defined as the sums of  neutral 
and charged momenta  in the hadron- and rv-hemi- 
spheres respectively. 

The following cuts were then applied to enrich the 
expected type of  event in the sample. 

(1) Icos 0TI < 0.65, where 0 T is the'angle between 
n T and the initial e ÷ beam direction. 

(2) Existence of  at least one track on the (rv) side 
inside a 70 ° cone around the thrust axis. 

(3) E h > 0.6Ebeam and E r < 0.4Ebeam. 
The cut (1) was to reduce the background from the 

two photon  processes which tend to have the thrust 
vector in the beam direction. The cut (3) eliminated 
the remaining two pho ton  background and reduced 
the mult ihadron events which usually have E r and E h 
approximately  equal to the initial beam energy. 

The selection criteria (1) to (3) were designed to 
be rather insensitive to the velocity or the mass of  S -+ 
produced.  For  further selection two different sets of  
criteria were applied in addi t ion to cuts (-1) and (3), 
one efficient for low and the other for high m s . 

(.41) (ru)(hadrons)-rnode, low m s. 
(4) All tracks other than the one on the rv-side 

must be on the hadron-side within a cone of  60 ° from 
nT, i.e. an isolated track with or without  neutrals re- 
coiling against a narrow hadron jet .  

(5) The invariant mass of  the rv-hemisphere (Mr) 
must be less than 2 GeV. 

(6) The invariant mass of  the hadron-hemisphere 
(Mh) must be larger than 2.5 GeV. 
The cuts (4) and (5) were to detect the r -candidates  
and the cut (6) eliminated the backgrounds from 
e+e - ~ r+r - .  No event survived these cuts. 

(A2)  (ru)(hadrons)-mode, high m s. For  a high ms, 
i.e. for slow S -+ produced near threshold, the decay 
hadron je t  becomes increasingly wide and could even 
diffuse into the rv-hemisphere, thus destroying the 
effectiveness of  the cuts (4) to (6). In such events how- 
ever the neutrino is likely to carry a large missing trans- 
verse momentum of  up to about ms/2, which should 
normally result in a large acoplanari ty between the r 
decay products  and the hadrons. 

To select possible (ru)(hadrons) events originating 
from a high mass S+S - , we require after the cut (3): 

(4 ' )  A high invariant hadron mass: M h > 0.3Ebeam. 
For  each surviving event, "acoplanar i ty"  (A¢) between 
Pr,  Ph and the beam direction was defined by (fig. 1), 

(.~ x z)- ("h X z) 
cos(A¢) = 

Inr X zl In h X zl 

where nr, n h and z are the unit vectors pointing to the 
directions of  Pr, Ph and the e + beam respectively. 

Fig. 2a shows the observed acoplanarity distribution 
compared with the one obtained from simulated ordi- 
nary mult ihadron events generated by the Lund Monte 
Carlo programme and passed through the same selec- 
t ion criteria. The same Lund-simulation [7] reproduces 
[8] well the observed detailed characteristics of  the 
mult ihadron events such as the mult ipl ici ty,  momen- 
tum spectra of  n-*, K-* and K0's,  and the particle angu- 
lar distributions around jets [9] etc. As seen in fig. 2a 
the rate and the shape of  the observed acoplanarity 
distr ibution agree with the ones expected from normal 
mult ihadron events, and there is no evidence for extra 
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Fig. 2. The observed and expected acoplanarity (zX(#) distribu- 
tions for the (rv)(hadrons) mode after cut (4') of criteria A2. 

events with a large acoplanarity as expected from the  

(rv) (hadron) events (figs. 2b and 2c). 
In fact no event has survived the final cut: 
(5 ' )  ,x~ > 30 °. 
The significance of  these null results was assessed 

using Monte Carlo simulation of  the process e+e - 
--* S+S - ~ (ru)(hadrons).  In the simulation, a pair of  
S+S - was created according to the point-hke differen- 
tial cross section [ 10] ; 

do/d~2 = (ot2/8s)/33 sin20 , 

folded with the radiative corrections up to a 3 , where 
t~ is the fine structure constant,/3 the velocity and 0 
the polar angle of  S-* to the e + beam direction. The 
S ÷ and S -  produced were then allowed to decay into 
(rv) and (cs). The r decayed according to the branch- 
ing ratios listed in table 1, mostly based on existing 
data [11 ]. The quark pair fragmented into hadrons 
through the Lund-scheme [7,8].  A zero decay length 
was assumed, although the criteria for tile track ver- 
tices were such that a decay length up to one cm should' 
not change the results significantly. For each simulated 
(ru)(hadrons) event, an event format exactly the same 
as the real data was then created through detector  
simulators which took into account detailed features 
of  the detector such as multiple scattering, nuclear 

Table 1 
Assumed branching ratios of the r used in the Monte Carlo 
simulation. 

r ~ evv 18.0% 
#uu 17.5% 
nv 10.6% 
Kv 0.4% 
pu 23.5% 
Alv 9.0% 

*r + more than 2,r o + v 5.5% 
3 charged 7r + irO's + v 14.3% 
5 charged lr + v 1.0% 
5 charged 7r + ,rO's + u 0.2% 

interactions and resolution. The simulated events 
went through the trigger checking routine and the 
same analysis program as the real data to determine 
the  efficiencies of  the selection criteria. 

The efficiencies of  the criteria A1 and A2 for the 
(rv)(hadrons)  events thus obtained are summarized in 
table 2 for various values of  ms, together with the ex- 
pected number of  S+S - events produced.  For m s 
above 7 GeV the same procedure was repeated on A2 
criteria using (cb) quark pairs instead of  (cs). The re- 
suiting efficiencies were the same within 10% relative 
to each other, thus demonstrating that  the criteria 
A2 are rather insensitive to the detailed nature of  the 
hadron jet .  

Upper limits on BrvBha d can be calculated from 
the number of  S+S - events produced,  the efficiencies 
and the upper limits on the number of  events (3.0 
events with 95% confidence level for zero observed 
events). To be safe against possible systematic errors 
in obtaining efficiencies, the lower limits of  the effi- 
ciencies were obtained by dividing the efficiencies in 
table 2 by "systematic" factors 1.9 and 1.3 for the 
criteria A1 and A2 respectively. These factors corre- 
spond to three times the estimated systematic errors, 
which are mainly due to uncertainties in the hadron 
fragmentation. 

The upper limits o fBrv  Bha d (95% confidence 
level) were calculated by using these lower limits of  
efficiencies and are shown in fig. 3 (right hand scale) 
as functions o f m  s. The left hand side scale of  fig. 3 
corresponds to the upper limit of Brv calculated from 
Brv Bha d assuming negligible branching ratios into 
channels other than the (rv) and (hadrons),  as ex- 
pected for technipions or charged I-Iiggs particles. 
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Table 2 

Expec ted  number  of  produced e÷e - ~ S÷S - events and the efficiencies of  the selection criteria for specific decay modes as func- 
t ions of  the mass of  the scalar particle. 

m s Expec ted  no. of  
(GeV) S÷S - events 

produced 

Efficiencies for specific decay modes 

(rv) (hadrons) (rv) (rv) 

A1 A2 B 

3 452 4.8% 0% 
4 423 17.3% 0% 
6 360 22.8% 5.6% 
8 285 14.3% 12.3% 

10 212 7.5% 15.2% 
12 132 3.4% 15.5% 
14 62 1.2% 14.7% 
15 34 0% 13.9% 

0% 
1.1% 
4.9% 
7.2% 
7.5% 
6.9% 
6.7% 
6.3% 

{B)  { r v ] ( r v )  m o d e .  A typical event topology of  
this mode is ( 1 - 3 )  or ( 1 - 5 )  track configuration with 
almost all observed energy inside two narrow cones. 
To select such events, the following criteria were ap- 
plied on the "low multiplicity" sample. 

(1) Existence of  a track which was separated from 
other tracks by at least 90 ° . 

The event was then divided into two hemispheres 
by the plane perpendicular to the isolated track. Two 
cones with opening angles of  45 ° were then drawn 
around two axes n 1 and n2,  which were defined as the 
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Fig. 3. Limits  on the branching ratio S ~ r v  as a funct ion  of  
m s. The curves A1, A2 and B represent  the l imit  obta ined 
from.the criteria A1, A2 and B respectively. Combining these 
limits,  the shaded area is excluded with 95% confidence. 

directions of  the momentum sums of  the charged and 
neutral particles in the two hemispheres. 

(2) Each cone must contain: the isolated track or 
all the remaining tracks, at least 5% of X/s and at least 
90% of  the energy in the corresponding hemisphere. 

(3) Icos 011 and Icos 021 less than 0.75, where 01 
and 02 are the polar angles o f n  1 and n 2 to the e + beam. 

The surviving events were dominated by the ( 1 - 3 )  
track configuration with the invariant mass of  particles 
in each cone (M 1 ,M2) peaked below m r ,  suggesting 
that most of  the events contain a pair o f  r+r  - . The 
following cuts (4) and (5) then eliminated the back- 
ground from multihadron and two-photon r+r  - *3 

events respectively. 
(4) M 1 and M 2 below 2.5 GeV. 
(5) Evi s larger than 0.3 times X/s, where Evi s is the 

total visible energy of  the event. 
For each surviving event, the acoplanarity between 

n l ,  n 2 and the beam direction was calculated. The re- 
suiting acoplanarity distribution is sharply peaked to- 
ward zero degree as expected from the remaining e÷e - 
-~ r+r  - background, which was eliminated by the fol- 
lowing cut: 

(7) Acoplanarity larger than 20 °. 
No event survived this final cut. 
The efficiency of  the above criteria B was obtained 

from Monte Carlo simulations and listed in table 2 as a 
function o f m  s. The upper limit o n B r v  was then ob- 
tained by taking into account the maximum system- 

*a e+e - ~ e + e - r + r -  with undetec ted  final e ÷ and e- .  
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atic uncertainties of 60% which correspond to three 
times the estimated systematic error in obtaining the 

efficiency. The resulting 95% confidence level limit is 
shown as the curve B of fig. 3. 

Combining the limits obtained from the criteria 
A1, A2 and B, the shaded area in fig. 3 is excluded 
with 95% confidence. 

In conclusion, no evidence is found for the events 
of the type either e+e - ~ (rv)(hadrons) or (rv)(rv).  
Limits of the rv branching ratio are obtained for 
charged scalar particles such as technipions or charged 
Higgs particles assuming a point-like production cross 
section and a decay length of up to one cm: Charged 
scalar particles with more than 11% branching ratio 
into rv are excluded for the mass range between 4 and 
12 GeV with 95% confidence ,4 
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,4 After writing this paper, we learned that the Cello Collab- 
oration made an analysis of the (rv)(rv) mode and obtained 
an upper limit for Brv [ 12], and that the Mark-J-Collabora- 
tion performed a similar analysis [13]. 
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